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We have telephony to talk to each other, messaging to dispatch mail or instant messages, browsing to read published content and search engines to locate content sites. However, current mobile networks do not provide the possibility for one application rich terminal to communicate with another in a peer-to-peer session beyond voice calls. Mobile telephony with the current technology has been hugely successful and shows that there is immense value in communicating with peers while being mobile, and with increasingly available smarter multimedia terminals the communication experience will be something more than just exchanging voice. Those multimedia terminals need IP multimedia networks. Hence, the Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) has developed a standard for SIP based IP multimedia service machinery known as 'The IMS (IP Multimedia Subsystem)' and this informative book explains everything you need to know about it……...
	Presents the architecture and functionality of logical elements of IMS and their interfaces providing detailed description of how elements are connected, what protocols are used and how they are used    
	Explains how the optimisation and security of the mobile communication environment has been designed in the form of user authentication and authorisation based on mobile identities    
	Illustrates how optimisation at the radio interface is achieved using specific rules at the user to network interface. This includes signalling compression mechanisms as well as security and policy control mechanisms, allowing radio loss and recovery detection    
	Addresses important aspects from an operator's point of view while developing architecture such as charging framework, policy and service control     
	Describes many services on top of IMS in detail, including voice, presence, messaging and conferencing.    


Written in a manner that allows readers to choose the level of knowledge and understanding they need to gain about the IMS, this volume will have instant appeal to a wide audience ranging from marketing managers, research and development engineers, network engineers, developers, test engineers to university students.          

       About the Author
   Miika Poikselka is with Nokia Networks, Finland, and Goerg Mayer, Hisham Khartabil and Aki Niemi, are with Nokia Mobile Phones, Finland.
   

   All the Editors are involved with 3GPP/IETF/OMA Standardisation.           
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Intelligent Control in Drying (Advances in Drying Science and Technology)CRC Press, 2018

	Despite the available general literature in intelligent control, there is a definite lack of knowledge and know-how in practical applications of intelligent control in drying. This book fills that gap. Intelligent Control in Drying serves as an innovative and practical guide for researchers and professionals in the field of drying...
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Robotics, Vision and Control: Fundamental Algorithms in MATLAB (Springer Tracts in Advanced Robotics)Springer, 2011

	The author has maintained two open-source MATLAB Toolboxes for more than 10 years: one for robotics and one for vision. The key strength of the Toolboxes provide a set of tools that allow the user to work with real problems, not trivial examples. For the student the book makes the algorithms accessible, the Toolbox code can be read to...
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Documentum Content Management Foundations: EMC Proven Professional Certification Exam E20-120 Study GuidePackt Publishing, 2007
This is a complete study guide including study material and practice questions to prepare for the EMC Proven Professional certification Exam E20-120. It can also serve Documentum beginners and practitioners as a handy guide and quick reference to the technical fundamentals that is fully up to date for Documentum 5.3. Beginners are introduced to...
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After Effects CS4 for Windows and Macintosh: Visual QuickPro GuidePeachpit Press, 2008
Here to get filmmakers, Web designers, broadcasters, and digital artists of all kinds up to speed on After Effects CS4and in time to meet their next deadline is everyone's favorite task-based guide. Through step-by-step instructions, enhanced by tips, sidebars, and plenty of visual aids, veteran video editor Antony Bolante shows readers how to...
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Under Representation: The Racial Regime of AestheticsFordham University Press, 2018

	
		Under Representation shows how the founding texts of aesthetic philosophy ground the racial order of the modern world in our concepts of universality, freedom, and humanity. In taking on the relation of aesthetics to race, Lloyd challenges the absence of sustained thought about race in postcolonial studies, as well as the lack...
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Voice Interaction Design: Crafting the New Conversational Speech Systems (Interactive Technologies)Morgan Kaufmann, 2004
"This is not simply a cookbook: Voice Interaction Design teaches craftsmanship through providing a broad and deep understanding of speech as well as exposure to the current state of voice interfaces. Harris's book offers invaluable insights for the thoughtful voice interface designer. " --Clifford Nass, Professor, Stanford University,...
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